
ZhouSensor x GENBU YubiDeck Review
(controller was provided for free, to keep, in exchange for review)

The Unboxing

The controller arrived in a cardboard box with the contents surrounded by foam, tape, bubble
wrap and rubber bands. Pretty standard stuff here, but does the job just fine. Everything got to
me in perfect condition.

What’s in the box?

Inside the box you’ll find the following items:

- Slider
- Air sensors
- Two USB-C cables
- Screws
- Hex Wrench
- #YUCARD IC Card

Assembly

Since the controller arrives in 3 parts, some assembly is required before you can play. Luckily,
assembly for this controller is straightforward. The two air sensors must be attached to the slider
using the included screws, 2 screws for each air sensor. After that’s done, the air sensors will
need to be plugged into the slider portion using the included HDMI cables. Next, a USB-C cable
will need to be connected to one of the two USB-C ports. Once the air sensors are affixed to the
slider and all cables are connected securely, all that’s left to do is flip the controller over, lift the
air sensors to their upright position (there are small magnets to keep them in this position), pull
the air sensors gently towards you so they’re at the correct angle for play, then finally plug the
other end of the USB cable into an available USB port on your PC.



Configuration

The YubiDeck has several options built in that can be used to change both the aesthetics and
functionality of the controller to your liking, all without the use of additional software.

Air Sensor Height:

The first of which is the ‘height switch’, located underneath the controller on the right air sensor.
This is used to adjust the height of the zone in which the controller detects your hands. There
are three different settings for this, with the highest setting being recommended for standing
play and the lowest for seated play. I found that the middle setting (2) worked best for me, but
this is all preference depending on how you’re planning on using the controller.

On-Controller Settings Menu:

The next set of configuration options are located in the controller’s onboard settings menu,
which can be accessed at any time by pressing the ‘coin’ and ‘test’ buttons simultaneously.
Once in this menu, there are a few different options for you to adjust. Before attempting to adjust
anything in this menu, I would recommend having the digital instruction manual open so you
know which key on the controller corresponds to which setting.

In terms of personalisation, you’re able to separately change the colors for all of the different
illuminated parts of the controller. There are a total of 5 different color zones you can modify
within this menu, with the left side of the controller being used to preview the changes that
you’re making. Adjusting the color is as simple as tapping the corresponding area on the
controller until it glows the color you’d like. I easily managed to set up the color scheme I
wanted and the fact that it saves to the controllers onboard memory is great.

Next I’ll break down the functionality related options offered by this controller. The first of which
is the ability to toggle the USB mode between ‘special’ and ‘keyboard’.

‘Special’ makes the controller identify as a HID device and is most commonly used with actual
arcade software. This allows the game to interact with the controller in a similar way to the real
arcade machine, allowing features such as the IC card reader, reactive slider lighting and
pressure sensitivity to work.

‘Keyboard’ will make the controller show up as a standard keyboard to the PC, as the name
suggests. This is useful for playing simulators and other games that do not support the special
mode. The keyboard mode provides some additional options in the settings menu, such as
changing the number of keys (ranging from 4k to 32k) and an on/off toggle for the air sensors
while keyboard mode is active.



Calibration Mode:

Another useful option is slider sensitivity calibration. This is located in a separate menu to the
main settings page and can be accessed by pressing the ‘coin’ and ‘service’ buttons
simultaneously. Once here, calibration is very simple. You just slide your finger from left to right
using as little pressure as possible, first on the bottom row and then the top row. This should
give you the perfect level of touch sensitivity for gameplay and in my experience it worked great.

Gameplay

When it comes to actually playing CHUNITHM with this controller, I’ve had an incredibly positive
experience. For reference, most of my time spent with the game prior to receiving this controller
was with either the official CHUNITHM cabinet or another popular brand of CHUNITHM style
home controller.

In terms of dimensions, the play area on this controller is exactly the same as the official
CHUNITHM cabinet, meaning that when used in conjunction with a 32 inch monitor you’ll be
getting an almost arcade accurate gameplay experience. I felt right at home playing on this
controller, with little in the way of adjustment time needed before I was scoring just as I would on
the arcade cabinet.

The slider surface on this controller is excellent, with a slight texture to it that while different to
the surface you’ll find on official cabinets, makes gloveless play feel great. I’ve always needed to
wear thin cotton gloves to play at my best on real arcade cabinets, but the surface on the
YubiDeck allows me to play with my bare hands no problem. I can’t say how this surface will
hold up to long term use, but in the few months I’ve had it there have been no signs of
degrading at all. The air sensors also register flawlessly when set to the appropriate height
setting, no issues here.

With the latest firmware at the time of review installed, I’ve had nothing in the way of input drops
while playing, with all of my actions registered in the game exactly how I’d expect them to.

The extra features offered by using ‘special’ mode in conjunction with arcade software worked
great, with the slider lights reacting to the game in the same manner they would on a real
cabinet. The built in reader also had no issue reading my Aime card. Overall, I would say the
controller performs excellently in game and in my opinion provides a superior ground slider
experience to a real CHUNITHM cabinet.

Gameplay Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2-Zmsaakqs


Construction

Metal is used for the base of the slider and air towers, which gives the controller a decent
amount of weight and makes it feel very sturdy. The fold out air towers are made from
lightweight plastic and wood, with two metal hinges connecting them to the base. They definitely
don't feel as solid as the base of the controller, however I feel they were constructed in this way
to keep the weight of towers to a minimum, since they’re held in their upright position via
magnets. On the bottom of the controller are several rubber feet to prevent the controller from
moving during play.

Maintenance

For maintenance, I would think that much like the real machine, it’s just going to be a matter of
keeping your slider surface clean, ensuring the controller is properly calibrated and installing
any firmware updates as they become available.

After Sales Support

While the controller is from a Chinese manufacturer, overseas sales and support will be handled
by Yubiparts.com, run by Hyphen/Dash. During my time testing the controller, Hyphen was fast
in responding to my messages, being very helpful with any issues I had. This is a contrast to the
experience I’ve had with other arcade style controllers, where getting after sales help tends to
be difficult due to language barriers and long waits between emails. Be assured that when
purchasing this controller (or anything else on their website), you will receive timely English
language support should you need it.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I feel like this is the overall best controller on the market for playing CHUNITHM
or other similar slider based rhythm games at home. Its performance in game is pretty much
flawless as far as I can tell and doesn’t require the use of unofficial third party firmware in order
to take advantage of all of its functions when used with arcade software, which is something that
unfortunately has to be done with its main competitor. I also really like the presence of an IC
card reader, it definitely adds to the arcade feel and would be very useful if you had multiple
users wanting to have their own profile in game.

I do have a few minor criticisms though, which I don’t think are by any means dealbreakers, but
definitely things to be aware of. The main one of these for me is the huge size of the unit, it is
very wide and doesn’t offer a quick and tool-free way to disassemble for storage, with the only
way of reducing the controllers footprint on the fly being the fold down air towers. Another
criticism with this controller is that the service, test and coin buttons are difficult to press, they
are very small and are accessed through a tiny opening in the front of the controller. I found that



the most effective way of pressing these was with my fingernail. They are also not labeled at all,
meaning you’ll need to refer to the instruction manual in order to know which button
corresponds to which function. The final issue that I experienced in my time testing the
controller was the air towers falling onto the slider during intense play. This was occurring due to
the fact that my desk has a very slight curve, meaning when pressure was put in the center of
the controller it was flexing slightly, making the towers fall down. However, I was recommended
a fix by Hyphen, which involved loosening the four screws that fix the air sensors to the slider
and adjusting the positioning of the three sections so that the slider sits slightly lower than the
air towers to compensate for the dip. After doing this, the towers have stopped falling down,
however they do still move a fair amount as can be seen in my gameplay video, not that this
seems to affect gameplay in any significant way.

These issues aside though, I would highly recommend this controller if you’re looking to play
CHUNITHM or a similar slider based rhythm game at home, you won’t be disappointed. It will
soon be available for purchase at yubiparts.com for $405.92.

(Bonus) Extra Functionality via SliderShim

Even though this is not official software for the controller, I just thought I would include this
section to inform potential buyers of the extra functionality that can be gained through the use of
SliderShim, which recently added support for the YubiDeck controller.

SliderShim by 4yn allows even further customisation of the controller’s lighting and output
modes all the time the software is running on your PC. In order to use SliderShim, the controller
will need to be set to the special (HID) mode. SliderShim will enable you to emulate keyboard
presses while using the key layouts from other brands of CHUNITHM style controllers, I found
this especially useful for playing simulators which do not yet support the YubiDeck’s built-in
keyboard bindings. It will also allow you to emulate an XBOX 360 game pad, which the software
says for example can be used to play Sound Voltex simulators (not that I think this will be a
great experience).

Another great feature of this software is the additional LED modes that it offers, you can switch
between reactive (with varying key layouts), an animated rainbow pattern and in my opinion the
most interesting, LED over serial. I won’t go too far into this, but it significantly expands what
you’re able to do with the controllers lighting.

https://yubiparts.com/

